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PREFACE 

The 11th Western Black Bear Workshop (WBBW) was held the week of 21-24 May, 2012 in 

Coeur d’Alene, Idaho at the Coeur d’Alene Resort on Lake Coeur d’Alene.  The theme of the 

workshop was “Back to the Basics: the Monitoring and Muddling of Bear Management.”  The 

11th WBBW was well attended, bringing together 93 participants representing 13 U.S. states and 

2 Canadian provinces.  Given that some agencies had restricted or cancelled out-of-state travel, 

and that many agencies had recently sent people to the 4th International Human-Bear Conflicts 

workshop in March 2012, the workshop committee was concerned that attendance might be low.  

However, because of the generous donations of our sponsors totaling over $4,750, and the 

proceeds forwarded from the 10th WBBW in Nevada, we were able to keep registration costs 

reasonable, thereby encouraging attendance.  We received $23,961.59 in registration fees, 

contributions, sponsorships, and vendor fees.  We expended $18,769.58, which left us with 

$5,192.01 that was applied to the conference wrap-up and the balance sent to WAFWA.  We 

provided each conference registrant with a custom made leather name badge, portable cooler, 

ceramic camping mug or etched beverage glass, and padfolio with black bear artwork donated by 

Renai Brogden.   

 

Early in the planning process the workshop organizing committee decided to focus on “mini-

workshops” that would expose attendees to different research and management tools.  The 5 

different workshops scheduled were very well attended and were a large part of the overall 

success of the 11th WBBW.  Three of the workshops were more or less lecture-style workshops, 

while 2 workshops were more of a hands-on approach, where participants were encouraged to 

follow along with their laptops and their own data.  Paul Conn from the National Marine 

Fisheries Service discussed the fitting of integrated population models to black bear data, Dan 

Bingham from the Rocky Mountain Research Station gave a genetics primer and overview of the 

use of genetic information in wildlife population analysis 

(http://alaska.fws.gov/gem/mainPage_1.htm), John Boulanger from Integrated Ecological 

Research covered the design and analysis of DNA mark-recapture studies for bears with past 

lessons learned and new developments, Murray Efford from the University of Otago, New 

Zealand, gave an introduction to spatially-explicit capture-recapture (SECR; 

http://www.otago.ac.nz/density/) models and analyses, and Eric Howe from Ontario Ministry of 

Natural Resources discussed the use of the RISKMAN (http://riskman.nrdpfc.ca/riskman2.htm) 

population model to inform bear management.  These workshops were worthwhile to both 

professionals and students alike.   

 

A highlight of the 11th WBBW was the keynote presentation by Rick Mace.  Rick hit the right 

theme with a talk titled “Bear Management – What do we need to know?”  The workshop also 

benefitted from a bear spray demonstration by Chuck Bartlebaugh which included a stuffed 

grizzly bear and was held outside the resort near a main road in Coeur d’Alene; that generated 

some excitement from passersby.  The organizing committee, in consultation with state/province 

managers, deviated from past WBBW by holding the state/province status updates the evening 

before the official start of the meetings and immediately after the updates adjourned to an 

informal social held for all attendees.  On the final evening of the WBBW attendees were treated 

to a dinner cruise on Lake Coeur d’Alene.  In between the mini-workshops informative papers 

were presented, and posters were presented at an evening social.  The technical skills and 

http://alaska.fws.gov/gem/mainPage_1.htm
http://www.otago.ac.nz/density/
http://riskman.nrdpfc.ca/riskman2.htm


information, and networking gained were invaluable assets to bear research and management 

now and into the future, as management continues to advance. 

 

Because the 11th WBBW focused on mini-workshops, brief state and province updates, and there 

was little interest by presenters to provide a full paper, these proceedings consist of abstracts and 

links to the main workshop topics. 

 

I greatly appreciate all who participated in the 11th WBBW.  The workshop certainly was not 

possible without the organizing committee: Jim Hayden, Barb Moore, Steve Nadeau, Jon 

Rachael, Jeff Rohlman, David Smith, Jennifer Struthers, Wayne Wakkinen, and Craig White.  

Several outstanding biologists chaired sessions: Mike Mitchell, Barb Moore, Jeff Rohlman, and 

Wayne Wakkinen.  Special thanks to Renai Brogdon (IDFG) who designed the 11th WBBW 

logo, and Dee and Dale Toweill who assisted with registrations and photography. 

 

The next host of the WBBW will be Alberta Province, May 11-14th, 2015 in Canmore, Alberta, 

Canada.  The workshop will be held at the Cornerstone Theatre with lodging at the adjacent 

Canmore Coast Hotel and Conference Centre.  The workshop website (http://deer-elk-bear.com/) 

is currently under the final stages of development and will be fully functional by mid-November.  

Thanks to all for attending, participating, and making this a truly enjoyable and relevant western 

black bear workshop!  We will see you in Alberta! 

 

Craig White Ph.D. 

Workshop Chair 

11th Western Black Bear Workshop 

Coeur d’Alene, ID 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://www.atthecorner.ca/
http://www.coasthotels.com/hotels/ab/canmore/coast-canmore-hotel-and-conference-centre/
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CHRONOLOGY OF WESTERN BLACK BEAR WORKSHOPS (WBBW): 

 

1st WBBW   Tempe, AZ    1979 

2nd WBBW   Logan, UT    1982 

3rd WBBW   Missoula, MT    1985 

4th WBBW   Yosemite National Park, CA  1991 

5th WBBW   Provo, UT    1994 

6th WBBW   Ocean Shores, WA   1997 

7th WBBW   Coos Bay, OR    2000 

8th WBBW   Pray, MT    2003 

9th WBBW   Raton, NM    2006 

10th WBBW   Reno, NV    2009 

11th WBBW   Coeur d’ Alene, ID   2012 

 

 

 

STATE/PROVINCE MEMBERS 

Alberta    Nathan Webb 

Arizona    Ron Day 

California    Marc Kenyon 

Colorado    Jerry Apker 

Idaho     Craig White 

Montana    Jim Williams 

Nevada    Carl Lackey 

New Mexico    Rick Winslow 

Oklahoma    Jeff Ford 

Oregon    Dave Immell 

Utah     John Shivik 

Washington    Rich Beausoleil 

Wyoming    Dan Bjornlie 

 

 

  



WORKSHOP GENERAL PROGRAM  

Monday, May 21st 

16:00 State and Province Meeting 

18:30 Opening Social 

 

Tuesday, May 22nd  

8:00 Opening remarks—Craig White, Large Carnivore and Furbearer Biologist, Idaho 

Department of Fish and Game 

8:15 Welcome to Idaho—Jim Unsworth, Deputy Director, Idaho Department of Fish and 

Game 

8:25 Keynote Presentation: Bear management-- What do we need to know? – Rick Mace, 

Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks 

Population Monitoring and Estimation Session 

Chair: Barb Moore, Idaho Department of Fish and Game 

9:05 Black bear density in Glacier National Park, Montana—Jeff Stetz, Montana Cooperative 

Wildlife Research Unit 

9:25 Study design and sampling intensity for demographic analyses of bear populations — 

Rich Harris, Department of Ecosystem and Conservation Sciences, University of 

Montana 

9:45 Introduction to Spatially Explicit Capture-Recapture – Murray Efford, University of 

Otago, New Zealand 

10:05–10:35  Break 

Workshop Sessions 

10:35 Integrated Models: Fitting integrated population models to black bear data. – Paul 

Conn, National Marine Fisheries Service 

10:35 Genetics Workshop: A genetics primer and overview of the use of genetic information 

in wildlife population analysis – Dan Bingham, Rocky Mountain Research Station  

12:05–13:30  Lunch, on your own 

13:30 Integrated Models: Fitting integrated population models to black bear data – Paul Conn, 

National Marine Fisheries Service 

13:30 Genetics Workshop: A genetics primer and overview of the use of genetic information 

in wildlife population analysis – Dan Bingham , Rocky Mountain Research Station 

15:00-15:30 Break 

Population Monitoring and Estimation Session Cont. 

Chair: Barb Moore, Idaho Department of Fish and Game 

15:30 Revising black bear historic range maps and documenting the increase of a once 

extirpated population in Nevada – Carl Lackey, Nevada Department of Wildlife 

15:50 Evaluating sustainable harvest and nonharvest mortalities of female black bears in 

Northwest Montana – Tonya Chilton-Radandt, Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks 

Brown Bear Research and Management Session 

Chair: Wayne Wakkinen, Idaho Department of Fish and Game 



16:10 Grizzly bear status report – Chris Servheen, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

16:30 Grizzly bear population augmentation in the Cabinet Mountains of Northwest Montana – 

Wayne Kasworm, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

17:30 Bear Spray Demonstration – Chuck Bartlebaugh, Center for Wildlife Information 

(Location TBA) 

 

18:00 Social – Poster Session – 7th Floor Boardroom #5 
 

Wednesday, May 23rd  

Workshop Sessions 

8:00 Project Design: The design and analysis of DNA mark-recapture studies for bears: 

Lesson learned and new developments — John Boulanger, Integrated Ecological 

Research  

9:30–10:00  Break 

10:00 Spatially Explicit Capture/Recapture – Murray Efford , University of Otago, New 

Zealand 

11:30–13:30  Lunch, on your own 

13:30 Spatially Explicit Capture/Recapture Cont. – Murray Efford , University of Otago, 

New Zealand 

15:00-15:30 Break 

Ecology and Behavior Session 

Chair: Mike Mitchell, Montana Coop Wildlife Research Unit 

15:30 Black bear home range size in North America: A meta-Analysis – Andrew Tri , Division 

of Forestry and Natural Resources, West Virginia University 

15:50 Conserving Andean bears in Ecuador: Status and current research– María Paulina Viteri 

Espinel, College of Natural Resources, University of Idaho 

16:10 The Post-denning activities of the American black bear (Urus americanus) in Utah – 

Julie Miller, Wildlife and Wildlands Conservation Program, Department of Plant and 

Wildlife Sciences BYU 

16:30 Effects of fuel reduction treatments on black bears (Urus americanus) spatial ecology in 

the White Mountains of Arizona – Michelle Crabb, Arizona Game and Fish 

16:50 Spatial and habitat selection response of black bears (Urus americanus) to the Wallow 

Fire wildfire in the White Mountains of Arizona – Michelle Crabb, Arizona Game and 

Fish 

 

18:00-20:00 Dinner Banquet Cruise on Lake Coeur d’ Alene 
 

Thursday, May 24th  

Workshop Session 

8:00 Modeling Workshop: Using the RISKMAN population model to inform bear 

management – Eric Howe, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources 

9:30–10:00  Break 

Human Bear Interaction Session 



Chair: Jeff Rohlman, Idaho Department of Fish and Game 

10:20 Human bear conflicts: Are they increasing? – Chris Servheen , U.S. Fish and Wildlife 

Service 

10:40  A bear for the public: Visitors and their management at dens – Hal Black, Department of 

Plant and Wildlife Sciences BYU 

11:00 The dark side of human dimensions in black bear management: Lessons learned in 

Nevada – Carl Lackey, Nevada Department of Wildlife 

11:20 Closing Remarks  
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Alberta Black Bear Status Update 

NATHAN WEBB, Provincial Carnivore Specialist, Wildlife Management Branch, Fish and 

Wildlife Division, Alberta Sustainable Resource Development, 2nd Floor, Great West 

Life Building, 9920-108 Street, Edmonton, AB  T5K 2M4 

An estimated 40,000 black bears occur over 488,000 km2 of Alberta, including about 36,500 

bears on provincial lands.  Population densities are greatest in the mixedwood boreal forest of 

northern Alberta and agricultural fringe areas in western, north-central, and eastern Alberta.   

 

Black bears have been hunted under unrestricted spring and fall seasons since 1953.  Black bears 

may be hunted with bait only in Wildlife Management Areas (WMUs) without resident 

populations of grizzly bears.  Hunting with hounds is not allowed.  Hunters have the option of 

purchasing a second tag that may be used in WMUs with higher black bear populations in the 

agricultural fringe and boreal forest.  A total of 14,908 licenses were purchased in 2011. 

 

Annual harvests of black bears increased from an estimated 250-400 during the late 1960s to 

2,000-2,700 during the mid to late 1980s, declined during the early 1990s, and have increased 

over the past few years.  An estimated 2590 bears were harvested in 2011.  During the 2011 

season, 12% of resident hunters were successful in harvesting a bear, while non-resident hunters 

achieved a success rate of 55%.   

 

Public complaints regarding black bears have increased from an average of 1,312 

complaints/year during the 1980s to 2,005 complaints/year from 2000-2011.  In 2011, a natural 

food failure in northeastern Alberta resulted in an unprecedented number of black bear 

complaints (n=3,338).  General nuisance activity (45%), problematic sightings (37%), and 

damage to human facilities (8%) are the most common types of complaints.   

 

  



Arizona State Black Bear Status Update 

RONALD L. DAY JR, Arizona Game and Fish Department, 5000 West Carefree Highway, 

Phoenix, AZ 85083 USA 

ABSTRACT: Black bears are an important part of Arizona’s wildlife resource.  They inhabit 

approximately one quarter of state and are distributed in the central as well as the eastern 

portions of the state.  Statewide hunter harvest has been relatively stable averaging 238 during 

the last five years.  Current hunting strategies in use are a spring season where permits are 

limited and issued through a draw and a fall season with unlimited permits which is regulated 

through female harvest objectives set at 10% of the female portion of the population.  Bear 

management issues include monitoring the adult female portion of the annual harvest, examining 

potential barriers preventing bear movement, recognizing and dealing with the human/black bear 

conflicts, and evaluating the impacts of large scale fire.  

 

  



New Mexico State Black Bear Status Update 

 

FREDERIC S. WINSLOW, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, P.O. Box 25112, Santa 

Fe, NM 87504. 

ABSTRACT:  Black bear (Ursus americanus) management in New Mexico has changed from 

very little management to Zone Management since the late early “00’s”.  The current harvest 

strategy is to manage for stable or reduced bear populations in areas with historically high levels 

of human conflict and/or depredation.  The balance of the state is managed for stable 

populations.  Harvest limits, or female sub-limits, are based upon sustainable levels of harvest to 

the population as a whole and protection of the breeding segment of the population.  The 

maximum zone harvest limits, or female sub-limits are a cap on harvest, not quotas to be met.  

 

  



Utah State Black Bear Status Update 

JOHN SHIVIK, Utah Division of Wildlife Resources, 1594 W. North Temple, Suite 2110, Box 

146301, Salt Lake City, UT 84114, USA 

 

Implementation of Utah’s New 2011-2023 Bear Management Plan 
 

ABSTRACT:  In early 2011, Utah’s Bear Management Plan was revised and approved by the 

state’s Wildlife Board.  Under the plan, information is gathered and permit numbers are 

calculated in 3-year cycles.  First, all 23 bear hunt units within the state were assigned to liberal, 

moderate, or light management regimes.  Light units (13%) have low human-bear conflict, low 

population, or act as a source population for other units.  Moderate units (65%) have moderate 

levels of human-bear conflict and a stable bear population, and liberal units (22%) have high 

levels of human-bear conflict, and evidence of an increasing bear population.   Permits are 

assessed based on performance targets for each unit type.  In light harvest regimes, > 35% adult 

males and < 30% females are harvest targets.  In moderate, 25-35% adult males and 30-40% 

females are the targets.  In liberal, <25% males and 40-45% females are the targets.  

Management within units is variable with 12 units having an extended spring season and 3 units 

with quotas and 2 new units with an additional spot and stalk (no hounds or bait permitted) 

season.  Opportunities for pursuit with hounds, as well as hunting over bait remain. 
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Black Bear Density in Glacier National Park, Montana 

JEFF B. STETZ, 
 Montana Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, University of Montana, Missoula, 

MT 59812, USA  

Katherine C. Kendall, U. S. Geological Survey–Northern Rocky Mountain Science Center, Glacier 

Field Station, Glacier National Park, West Glacier, MT 59936, USA 

Amy C. Macleod, University of Montana Cooperative Ecosystem Studies Unit, U.S. Geological 

Survey–Glacier Field Station, Glacier National Park, West Glacier, MT 59936, USA 

ABSTRACT:  We report the first abundance and density estimates for American black bears (Ursus 

americanus) in the Glacier National Park (GNP), Montana, USA.  We used data from 2 independent 

and concurrent noninvasive genetic sampling (NGS) methods, hair traps and bear rubs, to generate 

individual black bear encounter histories for use in closed population mark-recapture models.  We 

improved the precision of our abundance estimate by using NGS detection events to develop 

individual-level sampling effort covariates to explain capture probability heterogeneity and inform 

our estimate of the effective sampling area.  We used Akaike’s Information Criterion to determine 

support for a suite of models with and without these sampling effort covariates.  Models using the ½ 

MMDM covariate were overwhelmingly supported, suggesting that buffering our study area by this 

distance would be appropriate for estimating the effectively sampled area and thereby density.  Our 

model-averaged super-population abundance estimate was 603 (95% CI: 526-681) black bears for 

GNP.  Our black bear density estimate (15.8 bears per 100 km2, 95% CI: 14.1-17.5) was consistent 

with published estimates for populations that are sympatric with grizzly bears (U. arctos) and without 

access to spawning salmonids.  Given the density of black and grizzly bears in GNP, our study 

supports the concept that protected areas may act as source populations for surrounding areas, 

especially those subjected to harvest and increased human development as in our study area beyond 

GNP’s borders. 

 

  



Study Design and Sampling Intensity for Demographic Analyses of Bear Populations 

RICHARD B. HARRIS, Department of Ecosystem and Conservation Sciences University of 

Montana, Missoula, MT 59812, USA 

Charles C. Schwartz, Northern Rocky Mountain Science Center, Interagency Grizzly Bear Study 

Team, 2327 University Way, Box 2, Bozeman, MT 59715, USA (Retired) 

Richard D. Mace, Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks, Kalispell, MT, USA 

Mark A. Haroldson, Northern Rocky Mountain Science Center, Interagency Grizzly Bear Study 

Team, 2327 University Way, Box 2, Bozeman, MT 59715, USA 

ABSTRACT:  The rate of population change through time (λ) is a fundamental element of a 

wildlife population’s conservation status, yet estimating it with acceptable precision for bears is 

difficult.  For studies that follow known (usually marked) bears, λ can be estimated during some 

defined time by applying either life-table or matrix projection methods to estimates of individual 

vital rates.  Usually however, confidence intervals surrounding the estimate are broader than one 

would like.  Using an estimator suggested by Doak et al. (2005), we explored the precision to be 

expected in λ from demographic analyses of typical grizzly (Ursus arctos) and American black 

(U. americanus) bear data sets.  We also evaluated some trade-offs among vital rates in sampling 

strategies.  Confidence intervals around λ were more sensitive to adding to the duration of a short 

(e.g., 3 yrs) than a long (e.g., 10 yrs) study, and more sensitive to adding additional bears to 

studies with small (e.g., 10 adult females/yr) than large (e.g., 30 adult females/yr) sample sizes.  

Confidence intervals of λ projected using process-only variance of vital rates were only slightly 

smaller than those projected using total variances of vital rates.  Under sampling constraints 

typical of most bear studies, it may be more efficient to invest additional resources into 

monitoring recruitment and juvenile survival rates of females already a part of the study, than to 

simply increase the sample size of study females.   

 

Key Words: American black bear, demographic analysis, grizzly bear, lambda, rate of increase, 

sample size, Ursus americanus, Ursus arctos, variability  

 
  



Revising black bear Historic range maps and documenting the increase of a once 

extirpated population in Nevada   

CARL W. LACKEY, Nevada Department of Wildlife, P.O. Box 277, Genoa, Nevada 89411, 

USA 

Jon P. Beckmann, Wildlife Conservation Society, North America Program, 301 N. Willson Ave., 

Bozeman, MT 59715, USA 

James Sedinger, Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Science, University of 

Nevada, Reno, 1000 Valley Road, Reno, NV 89512, USA 

ABSTRACT:  We evaluated historical records dating back to 1840 which indicate presence of 

both black bears (Ursus americanus) and grizzly bears (U. arctos) in Nevada.  The paucity of 

historical references after 1931 suggest extirpation of black bears from Nevada’s interior 

mountain ranges did not occur until the mid-1900s.  Despite these records of black bears, and the 

fact that the last record of grizzly bears occurred in 1930, eight years after the last grizzly bear 

was reportedly killed in neighboring California, the recognition of both species’ historical 

occurrence in Nevada has been largely ignored in published distribution maps for North 

America.  This lack of representation on distribution maps is likely due to the lack of any 

scientific data or research on bears in Nevada until 1987.  Since that time conflicts have 

increased and sightings of bears in the historic range have been increasing.  We report on the 

results of a current population estimate of black bears derived from a sample of marked bears (N 

= 420) captured between 1997-2008.  Using Program MARK we estimated overall population 

size, finite rate of growth (λ=1.16), quarterly and annual survival rates for males and females, 

seasonal capture probabilities, and recruitment rates.  Our results indicate an overall population 

size of 253 + 27 adult black bears in our study area and suggest that the population of black bears 

in western Nevada is increasing at an annual average rate of 16% with possible expansion into 

historic habitat within the interior of the state.  Finally, based on historical records we present 

suggested revised historic range distribution maps for black bears that include the Great Basin 

ranges in Nevada. 

 

Key Words: black bear, grizzly bear, historical records, Nevada, population estimation, Ursus 

americanus, U. arctos  

 

  



Evaluating Sustainable Harvest and Non-Harvest Mortalities of Female Black Bears in 

Northwest Montana 

TONYA CHILTON-RADANDT, Montana Fish, Wildlife, & Parks, 385 Fish Hatchery Road, 

Libby, MT  59923, USA 

Richard D. Mace, Montana Fish, Wildlife, & Parks, 490 N Meridian Road, Kalispell, MT  

59901, USA 

ABSTRACT:  Black bear hunting has a long tradition in Montana; black bears have been 

designated as a big game animal in Montana since 1923.  In the mid-1990s, traditional black bear 

management was becoming increasingly controversial.  In 1994, the Montana Fish, Wildlife, & 

Parks (MFWP) completed a Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement on black bears 

(MFWP 1994).  The PEIS suggested that several black bear population studies be initiated to 

assess population structure and trend of representative populations, and to evaluate and refine the 

harvest criteria used to manage bear populations.  At that time, many Montana Biologists were 

using harvest criteria originally established in Idaho to safeguard against overharvest.  However, 

using the Idaho criteria, it appeared that Managers were at an impasse; although harvest numbers 

appeared sustainable, most criteria were not being met.   

 

MFWP initiated the Montana State Black Bear Research Program in 2000.  Between 2000 and 

2004, MFWP researchers trapped and collared black bears in the Swan Valley.  Between 2002 

and 2008, MFWP also used DNA-based methods to establish both population size and density 

estimates and harvest rate estimates for black bears across the state.   

 

Although this information was useful to Managers, they still desired a means of assessing total 

mortality levels that would be sustainable in each of their districts.  We used the black bear 

density, population size and harvest rate information to estimate sustainable harvest and 

nonharvest mortality in each hunting district of MFWP’s Region 1.  This new information allows 

Managers to make more precise decisions on harvest and management, based upon more local 

data. 

 

  



Grizzly Bear Recovery in Idaho: Recovery or Management? 

CHRIS SERVHEEN, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, University Hall, Room 309, University of 

Montana, Missoula, MT  59812, USA 

ABSTRACT:  Grizzly bear recovery in Idaho covers 3 ecosystems with 3 different problems.  

Recovery progress over the past 30 years is reviewed and the reasons for the differences in 

success are compared.  Grizzly recovery is more of a social challenge than a biological 

challenge.  This presents special problems for managers in terms of how they work with local 

publics, local political interests, and each other.  Of particular interest and importance is how the 

efforts of “conservation groups” on some species often result in an erosion of conservation 

progress on other species.  A vision for the future is discussed along with some suggestions on 

how to get there.  

 

  



Grizzly Bear Population Augmentation in the Cabinet Mountains of Northwest Montana 

WAYNE KASWORM, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 385 Fish Hatchery Road, Libby, 

Montana 59923, USA 

Kimberly M Annis, Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks, 385 Fish Hatchery Road, Libby, Montana 

59923, USA 

Timothy Manley, Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks, 490 N. Meridian, Kalispell, Montana 59901, 

USA 

Jim Williams, Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks, 490 N. Meridian, Kalispell, Montana 59901, 

USA 

Thomas Radandt, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 385 Fish Hatchery Road, Libby, Montana 

59923, USA 

Chris Servheen, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, College of Forestry and Conservation, 

University Hall, Room 309, Missoula, Montana 59812, USA 

ABSTRACT:  The Cabinet Mountains grizzly bear population was estimated at 15 or fewer 

individuals in 1988 and believed to be declining toward extinction.  In response to this decline, a 

test of population augmentation techniques was conducted during 1990-1994 when 4 subadult 

female grizzly bears were transplanted to the area.  Two criteria were identified as measures of 

success: bears must remain in the target area for one year, and should ultimately breed with 

native male grizzly bears and reproduce.  Reproductive success of any of the remaining 

individuals could not be established until 2005 when genetic analysis of hair snag samples 

indicated that one of the transplanted bears remained in the Cabinet Mountains and had 

reproduced.  The detected bear was transplanted in 1993 as a 2-year-old and was identified by a 

hair snag within 5 miles of the original release site.  This and subsequent genetic analysis 

indicated she is the source of at least 8 F1 offspring, and at least 8 F2 offspring.  This 

reproduction indicates that the original test of augmentation was successful with at least one of 

the transplanted individuals.  Success of the augmentation test prompted continuation of this 

effort.  The Northern Continental Divide Ecosystem of north central Montana has been the 

source of 9 additional bears transplanted to the Cabinet Mountains during 2005-2011.  Seven of 

these individuals were females and two were males.  Three bears were known to have been killed 

and 4 bears left the area out of 13 total transplants 1990-2011.  Fates and movements of these 

bears are discussed. 

 

  



Black Bear Home Range Size in North America: A Meta Analysis 

ANDREW N. TRI, Division of Forestry and Natural Resources, West Virginia University, 322 

Percival Hall, PO Box 6125, Morgantown, WV 26506-6125, USA  

Michael D. Jones, Division of Forestry and Natural Resources, West Virginia University, 322 

Percival Hall, PO Box 6125, Morgantown, WV 26506-6125, USA  

John W. Edwards, Division of Forestry and Natural Resources, West Virginia University, 322 

Percival Hall, PO Box 6125, Morgantown, WV 26506-6125, USA 

ABSTRACT:  Choosing a home range estimator can present a problem to researchers and 

managers of American black bears (Ursus americanus).  Many home range estimators have been 

used over the decades, but to our knowledge, there has been no meta-analysis of how black bear 

home range size varies with geography region and estimation method.  Our objective was to 

assess factors that best explain variation in home range size.  We hypothesized that black bear 

home range size would best be explained by gender and ecoregion.  We compiled 314 estimates 

of annual black bear home range size (km2) across all of North America from published studies, 

dissertations, theses, and conference proceedings.  From each manuscript, we extracted 

estimates, estimation method, and geographic location.  We used the US Environmental 

Protection Agency Ecoregion maps (Level I) to determine an ecoregion for each home range 

estimate.  We ran a multiple, generalized linear regression with 8 a priori models and used AICc 

model selection to rank these models.  The 2 “best” models include both gender and ecoregion.  

The top model included sex, ecoregion, and estimation method.  There were significant 

differences in home range size between ecoregion and estimation method.  Sex and ecoregion 

seemed to be the most important factors predicting home range in black bears. 

 

Key Words: Black bear, ecoregion, home range, home range estimation 

  



The Post Denning Activities of the American Black Bear (Ursus americanus) in Utah 

JULIE MILLER, M.S. Candidate, Wildlife and Wildlands Conservation Program, Department 

of Plant and Wildlife Sciences, 448 WIDB, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 

84602, USA  

Tom S. Smith, Ph.D., Wildlife and Wildlands Conservation Program, Department of Plant and 

Wildlife Sciences, 451 WIDB, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 84602, USA  

Janene Auger, Ph. D., Affiliate Research Faculty, Plant and Wildlife Sciences and Monte L. Bean 

Life Science Museum, Brigham Young University, 190 MLBM, Provo, Utah 84602, USA  

Hal Black, Ph. D., Wildlife and Wildlands Conservation Program, Department of Plant and 

Wildlife Sciences, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 84602, USA  

ABSTRACT:  Understanding the denning behaviors and timing of den emergence and departure 

of female black bears (Ursus americanus) in Utah will help biologists establish best management 

practices.  We investigated these behaviors by placing motion-sensing cameras at 18 dens in 

March and April, 2011.  Each camera was programmed to take two pictures with a one second 

delay between triggers, providing nearly continuous footage of bears at their dens.  We 

documented emergence dates, departure dates, duration of time spent at the den, and behaviors 

performed outside the den.  The mean emergence date for all bears was 21 March (range of 5 

March - 4 April, SD ± 13 d, n = 16); the mean number of days between emergence and departure 

was 12 days (range of < .01 – 46.1 d, SD ± 18 d, n = 10); and the mean departure date was 4 

April (range of 9 March – 4 May, SD ± 16 d, n = 10).  There was no difference in emergence 

date between the bear cohorts (females with cubs, females with yearlings, and lone females).  

However, females with cubs departed their dens later than all other females.  Mean departure 

date for females with cubs was 13 April (range of 7 April – 4 May, SD ± 13 d, n = 6); mean 

departure date for all other females was 21 March (range of 9 March – 3 April, SD ± 10 d, n = 

4).  

 

Key Words: American black bear, behavior, denning, departure, emergence, Ursus americanus, 

Utah 

  



Effects of Fuel Reduction Treatments on Black Bears (Ursus americanus) Spatial Ecology 

in the White Mountains of Arizona 

KIRBY BRISTOW, Arizona Game and Fish, 5000 W. Carefree Hwy, Phoenix, AZ 85086, 

USA 

Michelle Crabb, Arizona Game and Fish, 5000 W. Carefree Hwy, Phoenix, AZ 85086, USA 

Sue Boe, Arizona Game and Fish, 5000 W. Carefree Hwy, Phoenix, AZ 85086, USA 

ABSTRACT:  Throughout the southwest, forest fuel reduction treatments are being undertaken 

to reduce fire risks near communities.  Although previous research on black bear habitat use has 

provided preliminary information on their responses to forestry practices, findings have been 

ambiguous with regards to selection or avoidance of regenerating timber cuts.  To reduce risk of 

wildland fire to public and private lands adjacent to urban areas the Apache-Sitgreaves National 

Forest began implementing fuel reduction timber cuts near the communities of Greer, Nutrioso, 

and Alpine, Arizona in 2007.  Between the spring of 2005 and the fall of 2011 we captured 52 

(32m, 20f) adult black bears fitting each with a Global Positioning System collar programmed to 

collect up to 6 locations per day for a period of 28 months.  To describe habitat selection by 

marked black bears relative to presence of forest treatment areas we randomly selected one 

location per individual/day and created seasonal and annual utilization distributions.  We 

identified habitat covariates including treated and distance to treated areas for each pixel within 

individual bears seasonal and annual fixed–kernal home ranges and evaluated habitat selection 

based on the height of the utilization distribution.  We included covariates that are thought to 

influence black bear habitat selection such as: vegetation type, canopy, slope, elevation, 

ruggedness, soil type and distance to major roads.  We used both univarate and multiple 

regression analysis approaches to investigate the influence of forest treatments on black bear 

spatial ecology.  Results of the habitat selection analysis relative to effects of forest fuel 

reduction treatments are discussed. 

 

  



Spatial and Habitat Selection Response of Black Bears (Ursus americanus) to the Wallow 

Fire Wildfire in the White Mountains of Arizona 

MICHELLE CRABB, Arizona Game and Fish, 5000 W. Carefree Hwy, Phoenix, AZ 85086, USA 

Kirby Bristow, Arizona Game and Fish, 5000 W. Carefree Hwy, Phoenix, AZ 85086, USA 

Sue Boe, Arizona Game and Fish 5000 W. Carefree Hwy, Phoenix, AZ 85086, USA 

ABSTRACT:  Previous research in Arizona has documented changes in habitat selection and 

movements of black bears for several years following wildfires, however, the Wallow fire, the 

largest wildfire in Arizona history encompassing more than 538,000 acres, provided a unique 

opportunity to examine movements of black bears during and immediately following wildfire.  

We monitored 8 bears equipped with GPS collars programmed to collect 3-5 locations/day 

before, during, and after the fire.  Marked bears did not appear to flee from the approaching fire 

line, and most stayed within their home ranges.  Immediately post fire containment, marked 

bears seemed to select lower intensity burned area.  Post re-vegetation some marked bears 

appeared to select higher severity burned areas while others moved out of the fire perimeter.  We 

had no documented mortalities of marked bears, though there was one unmarked bear found that 

had been burned in the fire and was subsequently euthanized.  We captured 6 bears after the fire 

was contained; none showed signs of injury that could be attributed to the wildfire and 5 of them 

were in good body condition.   

 

  



Conserving Andean Bears in Ecuador: Status and Current Research 

MARIA PAULINA VITERI ESPINEL  Ph.D. candidate. College of Natural Resources. 

University of Idaho, Moscow, ID. 83844 USA Andean bear specialist-Ecuador 

(ABET/SSC-IUCN) 

ABSTRACT:  The Andean bear (Tremarctos ornatus) is the only bear in South America and the 

only living member of its genus.  Andean bears occupy a wide range of ecosystems; the species 

altitudinal range starts at 250 m in dry areas of the Peruvian coast to 4,750 m in the Northern 

Andes.  The species latitudinal range includes Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia and 

northern Argentina.  Andean bears are Vulnerable (IUCN 2008) and its habitat has decreased to 

42% of the range.  In Ecuador, 32% of bear habitat is protected under the national protected area 

system.  Very little is known about the status and distribution of wild populations.  No data has 

been collected to evaluate the impacts of habitat fragmentation on bear movement and gene flow.  

Empirical data on the number of bears remaining in the wild of Ecuador does not exist except for 

one study that reported a population size estimate for a bear population surveyed inside a 

protected area (Viteri 2007).  In the last ten years, bears are increasingly killed by farmers and 

cattle ranchers because Andean bears are eating corn crops and cattle more frequently; conflicts 

are increasing and this problem has not been managed by the environmental authorities.  If 

habitat loss and poaching continue at the current rate, this species will be extinct in the next 30 

years (Castellanos et al. 2010, IUCN 2008).   

I have worked on Andean bear research in Ecuador for 12 years.  My work combines 

conservation genetics, landscape ecology and social sciences to understand and promote 

biodiversity conservation with social justice.  Researchers, local non-governmental 

organizations, environmental institutions and people from mestizo and indigenous communities 

that live near Andean bear habitat have contributed to this research.  We have developed non-

invasive genetic techniques for Andean bear research in tropical ecosystems and optimized 

laboratory protocols to study mitochondrial and nuclear DNA to evaluate Andean bear 

population status, trends and fragmentation (Viteri & Waits 2009, Viteri 2007, Viteri 2002).  My 

research also explores collaborative approaches, participatory conservation research, 

transformative learning (i.e., combining science and traditional ecological knowledge for species 

conservation) and environmental policy for Andean bear conservation.  I will present a summary 

of this work.     

Andean bears are endangered and we need a combination of techniques and efforts to take action 

and understand the role of the environment, the people and the protected areas on Andean bear 

populations if we aim to conserve them from extinction in the next decades. 

 
  



Human Bear Conflicts: Are They Increasing? 

CHRIS SERVHEEN, US Fish and Wildlife Service, University Hall, Room 309, University of 

Montana, Missoula, MT  59812, USA 

ABSTRACT:  Human conflicts with bears are reviewed for black bears and grizzly bears.  

Changes in numbers of both humans and bears are increasing conflict levels.  The rate of 

increase is similar for both bear species.  Factors contributing to these increases include more 

humans in bear habitat, bear populations that are increasing in both numbers and range, and 

increasing human activities that bring attractants into bear habitats.  Human recreation is also a 

factor in increasing conflicts particularly when people recreate in grizzly bear habitat and ignore 

advice from agencies on how to be safe when doing so.  I review the most recent human fatalities 

from grizzly bear attacks and the reasons for these fatalities.  I also examine the detailed incident 

characteristics for the 83 times humans were charged by grizzly bears in the lower 48 states in 

2011.  The majority of these charges occurred while humans were hunting or hiking in bear 

habitat and 81% of grizzly charges resulted in no contact or human injury.  Sixty-six% of these 

charges were in the Yellowstone ecosystem and 38% were in national parks.  Bear spray was 

carried by 29% of the people charged.  Of 80 charges where the reproductive status of the bear 

was known 56% were females with young.  Bear managers are showing success in reducing 

human-bear conflicts where efforts have been underway for many years and where new human 

developments like subdivisions are few.  In contrast, conflict reduction efforts face limited 

success at the edge of expanding bear populations, where there are many new residents, and 

where people resist the idea of living with bears and making accommodations in their lifestyle to 

accommodate bears and other wildlife.     
  



A Bear for the Public: Visitors and Their Management at Dens 

HAL L. BLACK, Department of Plant and Wildlife Sciences, Brigham Young University, 275 

WIDB, Provo, UT 84602, USA 

Janene Auger, Department of Plant and Wildlife Sciences and Monte L. Bean Life Science 

Museum, Brigham Young University, 190 MLBM, Provo, UT 84602, USA 

Joshua D. Heward, Department of Plant and Wildlife Sciences, Brigham Young University, 275 

WIDB, Provo, UT 84602, USA 

Larisa E. Harding, University of Wyoming/Casper College Center, 125 College Drive, Casper, 

WY 82601, USA 

ABSTRACT:  Agency, university, and private outreach efforts to promote conservation and 

appreciation of bears include books, newsprint, displays, photos, TV, speeches, or other media; 

but nothing conveys excitement and reality more than seeing a bear anesthetized at your feet, 

where it can be touched, smelled, and heard.  For this reason we have invited over the past 20 

years a variety of guests (students, friends, family, neighbors, hunters, politicians, doctors, 

lawyers, youth groups, colleagues, etc.) to visit hibernating adult female black bears and their 

offspring.  One bear has been seen in her den every year but one since 1992 and has perhaps 

been seen in a den by more people than any other bear in North America.  We document her 

reproductive performance, den types, and visitor outcomes.  We share our “techniques” for 

managing guests to minimize risks and to provide a quality, up-close look at a hibernating bear.  

We appeal to all involved in black bear den work to share their research in the multidimensional 

world that field work permits.  Given the response and interest of the public, we argue that one or 

two black bear females could be collared in local state jurisdictions for the sole purpose of the 

educational public relations bonanza they provide. 
  



The Dark Side of Human Dimensions in Black Bear Management: Lesson Learned in 

Nevada 

CARL W. LACKEY, Nevada Department of Wildlife, P.O. Box 277, Genoa, Nevada 89411, 

USA 

Jon P. Beckmann, Wildlife Conservation Society, North America Program, 301 N. Willson Ave., 

Bozeman, MT 59715, USA 

ABSTRACT:  Black bear management policy often times has polarizing effects among the 

different stakeholder groups.  Seldom is this division more prevalent than when population 

management is implemented.  The tenuous relationships created between management agencies, 

bear preservation advocates, sportsmen’s groups and the often times misinformed general public 

can drive the direction of policy and management decisions.  Preservation and sportsmen’s 

groups are typically not bound by the same standards of accountability that management 

agencies are, and at times this freedom of accountability combines with the use of modern day 

social networking sites is used to advance agendas of inaccurate and misleading information.  

Nevada experienced this firsthand following the decision to hold the state’s first ever black bear 

hunting season in 2011. 

 

Key Words: black bear, Nevada, human dimensions, bear policy, Ursus americanus 
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Introduction to Spatially Explicit Capture Recapture Models 

MURRY EFFORD, University of Otago, New Zealand 

ABSTRACT:  Animals that are mobile and often hidden by vegetation pose special problems 

for ecologists and population managers because they cannot be counted directly.  Indirect 

methods using passive detectors (e.g., cameras, hair snares or traps) or searches for sign (e.g., 

feces or hair from rub-trees) require statistical manipulation to adjust for incomplete detection 

and movement of animals over the sampling period.  Spatially explicit capture–recapture (SECR) 

is a growing suite of computing-intensive methods in which such indirectly acquired data are 

analyzed to estimate density or population size.   

 

SECR has several advantages over conventional methods that separately estimate population size 

N and effective trapping area A.  SECR does not require 'geographic closure' and estimates are 

free of the edge effects usually associated with trapping grids.  There has never been agreement 

on how to calculate A, so this is a major advantage in itself.  Freedom from edge effects also 

allows greater flexibility in study design, particularly allowing small clusters of detectors (e.g. 

hair snares) to be dispersed widely for spatially representative sampling of large areas.  Other 

advantages of SECR are more technical (spatial heterogeneity is allowed for in the model, and 

density variation may be modeled across space or time). 

 

Black bears have been in the forefront of early applications of SECR, but the methods are still 

new to many researchers and managers.  This half-day workshop will introduce the essential 

concepts of SECR and demonstrate analyses using the free Windows software 'Density' and the 

R package 'secr'.  

 

Note:  Spatially Explicit Capture/Recapture Workshop Wednesday 10:00 am. 

 
  



Estimating Abundance and Demography of Black Bear Populations Using Multiple 

Disparate Data Sources 

PAUL CONN, National Marine Fisheries Service 

Black bear populations are notoriously difficult and expensive to monitor, particularly for low 

density areas where the costs of capturing and tagging animals is considerable.  One possibility 

for monitoring in these cases is to fit integrated population models to all sources of observed 

data, possibly including age-at-harvest data, telemetry or mark-recapture-recovery data, reporting 

rate information, and indices of abundance.  In addition, expert knowledge can be incorporated 

in the form of informative prior distributions in a Bayesian context (e.g. using meta-analysis to 

provide likely ranges for key parameters like survival and recruitment).  Such models can be 

written in terms of abundance, survival, and recruitment, providing estimates of all these 

parameters that best fit all available data sources.  However, such models can be difficult to fit, 

and it can be difficult to judge which parameters (if any) are reliably estimated.  In this 

workshop, I provide a brief introduction to different approaches for fitting integrated population 

models to likely sources of available bear data, including chi-square, maximum likelihood, and 

Bayesian approaches to estimation.  I also provide an overview of available software, including 

spreadsheet-type models, AD Model Builder, R, and WinBUGS.  Throughout, I try to provide 

intuition on what parameters should be estimable from a given dataset.  In addition to some 

demonstrations with simulated data, I provide two examples to illustrate concepts, including 

fitting a hierarchical, Bayesian model to black bear age-at-harvest and mark-recovery data in 

Pennsylvania (Conn et al. 2008), and fitting integrated population models to black bear age-at-

harvest and tetracycline mark-recapture data from Minnesota (Fieberg et al. 2010). 

 

Useful literature: 

Conn, P. B., D. R. Diefenbach, J. L. Laake, M. A. Ternent, and G. C. White. 2008. Bayesian 

analysis of wildlife age-at-harvest data. Biometrics 64:1170-1177. 

Fieberg J.R., Shertzer K.W., Conn P.B., Noyce K.V., and D.L. Garshelis. 2010. Integrated 

Population Modeling of Black Bears in Minnesota: Implications for Monitoring and 

Management. PLoS One 5(8): e12114.doi:10.1371/journal.pone .0012114   

Gove, NE, JR Skalski, P Zager, RL Townsend. 2002. Statistical models for population 

reconstruction using age-at-harvest data. J. Wildl. Mgmt. 66:310-320. 

White, G. C., and B. C. Lubow.  2002.  Fitting population models (Quattro) (Excel) to multiple 

sources of observed data.  Journal of Wildlife Management 66:300-309. 

 

  

http://warnercnr.colostate.edu/~gwhite/bgmodel/jwm.wb3
http://warnercnr.colostate.edu/~gwhite/bgmodel/jwm.xls


A Genetics Primer and Overview of the Use of Genetic Information in Wildlife Population 

Analysis 

DAN BINGHAM, Rocky Mountain Research Station 

The genetics workshop is designed to provide biologists with an introduction to molecular 

genetic techniques that are useful for monitoring individuals and natural populations.  The 

workshop has three objectives:  (i) to provide an overview of conservation genetics; (ii) to 

explain what types of molecular markers, parameters, and sampling protocols are appropriate for 

various research/management questions; and (iii) to prepare attendees for the future (i.e., 

conservation genomics).   

 

  



The Design and Analysis of DNA Mark Recapture Studies for Bears: Lessons Learned and 

New Developments 

JOHN BOULANGER, Integrated Ecological Research, Nelson, British Columbia 

Over the past 15 years DNA sampling for bears has evolved in terms of field implementation, 

and study design.   At the same time, many more estimation methods have become available for 

DNA data.   This workshop will highlight the main developments in the application of DNA 

mark-recapture methods.  The use of DNA methods for population and density estimation as 

well as monitoring of demography and population trend will be reviewed.   A primary emphasis 

of the workshop will be the role of optimized study design and accompanying analysis strategies 

to allow maximum inference from DNA sampling efforts. 

 

  



Using the Riskman Population Model to Inform Bear Management 

ERIC HOWE, Wildlife Research Team, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources 

Abstract:  RISKMAN is a stochastic life table model adapted to accurately simulate the growth 

and harvest of multi-annual reproducers such as bears.   RISKMAN incorporates the inherent 

uncertainty in estimates of population size, survival and reproductive rates, and harvest rates and 

age/sex ratios to yield probabilistic estimates (i.e. "risks") of future population growth or 

decline.   It is used by researchers in several North American jurisdictions to inform management 

of black, brown, and polar bears.   This workshop will introduce RISKMAN and highlight 

aspects of the model that make it uniquely useful to managers of bear populations subject to 

anthropogenic mortality, with examples.   Participants are encouraged to download and install 

RISKMAN prior to the workshop (http://riskman.nrdpfc.ca/riskman.htm). 

  

http://riskman.nrdpfc.ca/riskman.htm
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Translating Field Studies on Bears Into Science Based Education 

DR. MELISSA REYNOLDS-HOGLAND, Bear Trust International, Missoula, MT 59806, 

USA 

Steve Mendive, Alaska Wildlife Conservation Center, Portage, AK 99587, USA 

ABSTRACT:  Bear Trust International and the Alaska Wildlife Conservation Center (AWCC) 

are developing and implementing a new science-based education program rooted in field 

research on bears.  Lessons link directly to field research on bear ecology (e.g., population 

estimation), behavior (e.g., human-bear conflicts), and conservation (e.g., the effects of climate 

change).  Science-based lessons include real data, incorporate technology (GIS, GPS, Program 

Mark), target high school learners, help youth develop conservation awareness through scientific 

inquiry, address STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math; a US campaign to help 

our students become more competitive in science and math) goals, meet National Science 

Standards, and address goals outlined by the North American Association for Environmental 

Education (NAAEE).  The entire program will be web-based, project-based, and free on Bear 

Trust’s Education Portal.  In addition, an expanded version of this program will be hosted in the 

upcoming, state-of-the-art Bears Education Awareness Research Sanctuary facility (BEARS) at 

the Alaska Wildlife Conservation Center.  Bear Trust and AWCC are collaborating to build a 

signature interface system within the BEARS facility that will connect visitors with field studies 

on bears worldwide and expand the message of bear conservation. 

 

  



Estimating the Difference in Population Size, Density, and Sex Ratios of Urban and 

Wildland Black Bear Populations Using DNA Based Capture Mark Recapture Analysis in 

Mono County 

JONATHAN FUSARO, M.S. Candidate, Wildland Resources.  Utah State University, Logan, 

UT  84321, USA  

ABSTRACT: California Department of Fish and Game (CA DFG) currently uses statewide 

harvest data to estimate the population size, density, and sex ratio of black bears (Ursus 

americanus) for the entire state; however, the agency does not monitor their black bear 

population regionally or at a local scale.  The CA DFG wildlife managers are modifying the 

current bear management plan to incorporate DNA-based capture-mark-recapture (CMR) 

analysis for future monitoring efforts.  I am implementing non-invasive DNA-based CMR 

techniques using hair-snares for black bears in Mono County, California as an initial effort to test 

these techniques in the state.  In Mono County, black bears inhabit wildland and urbanized areas.  

As far as the CA DFG wildlife managers and I know, these CMR techniques have not been 

implemented in urbanized areas such as those in Mono County.  Anecdotally, wildlife managers 

in Mono County estimate their being 25 to 30 bears every year, regardless of natural food 

availability, inhabiting the non-hunted, 60 km2 city limits of Mammoth Lakes.  Certain 

individual bears are identified every year in town by their unique scars (e.g. half a nose) and 

color patterns (e.g. white chest patches).  Some of these individuals have even been documented 

hibernating in town under uninhabited homes and in culverts.  I plan to compare estimates of the 

population density and sex ratio of the bears that inhabit Mammoth Lakes and those bears that 

inhabit the wildland, hunted Slinkard Valley Wildlife area.  These estimates will be calculated 

using a closed-population model in program MARK.  

 

Key Words: black bear, capture-mark-recapture, DNA, hair-snare, Mono County, urban 

landscape.  



Broad Scale Population Structure of the American Black Bear (Ursus americanus) 

EMILY E. PUCKETT, Graduate Research Assistant, Eggert Lab, 226 Tucker Hall, University 

of Missouri, Columbia, MO 65211, USA 

Lori S. Eggert, Associate Professor, 226 Tucker Hall, University of Missouri, Columbia, MO 

65211, USA 

ABSTRACT:  Genetic data is a useful tool to delineate contemporary population structure and 

may also be used to infer historic population structure.  The last glacial maximum during the 

Wisconsin glaciation occurred approximately 18,000 years ago and pushed species into one or 

more glacial refugia.  Our objective was to infer historic population structure of the American 

black bear (Ursus americanus) and estimate the number and location of refugia.  Using samples 

from hunter harvested individuals and supplemented with data from the literature, we analyzed 

mitochondrial haplotypes and 13 microsatellite loci.  The mitochondrial phylogeny contains two 

clades.  Haplotypes in clade A form two subclades with distinct east and west separation, except 

in the southern most populations where they are admixed.  Haplotypes in clade B decrease in 

frequency moving eastward from the Pacific coast of British Columbia.  These patterns were 

reinforced in the nuclear data where three genetic clusters were delineated: east, west, and Ozark 

Mountains.  We hypothesize that the east and west clusters are products of expansion out of 

glacial refugia while the Ozark cluster is the result of founder effect from a contemporary 

reintroduction program.  This preliminary data was collected to estimate genetic differentiation 

between samples to inform which samples to sequence for a SNP discovery project.  Single 

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers will allow finer scale inference of population structure. 

 

  



Methods for Estimating Distribution and Range Extent of Grizzly Bears in the Greater 

Yellowstone Ecosystem 

DANIEL BJORNLIE, Large Carnivore Management Section, Wyoming Game & Fish 

Department, Lander, WY 82520, USA 

Daniel Thompson, Large Carnivore Management Section, Wyoming Game & Fish Department, 

Lander, WY 82520, USA 

Mark Haroldson, U.S. Geological Survey, Northern Rocky Mountain Science Center, 

Interagency Grizzly Bear Study Team, Bozeman, MT 59715, USA 

Charles Schwartz, U.S. Geological Survey, Northern Rocky Mountain Science Center, 

Interagency Grizzly Bear Study Team, Bozeman, MT 59715, USA 

Kerry Gunther, Bear Management Office, Yellowstone National Park, WY, 82190, USA 

Steve Cain, Grand Teton National Park, Moose, WY 83001, USA 

Daniel Tyers, U.S. Forest Service, Bozeman, MT 59715, USA 

Kevin Frey, Montana Fish, Wildlife, & Parks, Bozeman, MT 59715, USA 

Bryan Aber , Idaho Department of Fish & Game/U.S. Forest Service, Island Park, ID 83429, 

USA 

ABSTRACT:  As litigation and political disputes over grizzly bear (Ursus arctos horribilis) 

delisting persist, the distribution of the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE) grizzly bear 

population continues to expand into areas and habitats unoccupied since the early twentieth 

century.  Up to date information on the extent of this distribution is crucial for federal, state, and 

tribal wildlife and land management agencies to make informed decisions regarding grizzly bear 

management.  The most recent estimate of grizzly bear distribution (1990–2004) utilized kernel 

density estimators of radio-marked individual bears as well as composite kernels of locations of 

conflicts, mortalities, female bears with cubs of the year.  This method was logistically 

cumbersome and excluded observations of unmarked bears and incidences of conflict and/or 

mortalities that occurred outside of suitable habitat.  Our primary objective was to develop a 

technique to document grizzly bear distribution that would allow for all valid data to be used in 

estimation techniques, as well as provide the simplicity to be updated on an annual basis as the 

grizzly bear population in the GYE continues to expand.  We used a GIS to overlay a 3km x 3km 

grid over the GYE and then placed grizzly bear locations from 1990-2004 and 1990-2010 over 

the grid.  We tested occupancy modeling and the spatial statistical technique kriging as potential 

methods for estimation of grizzly distribution.  We will provide results on the suitability of each 

of these techniques and comparisons to the previously estimated 1990-2004 kernel distribution.  

We will also provide insight into areas of grizzly bear expansion and potential implications for 

grizzly bear management. 

 

  



Twenty-three Years of Successful American Black Bear Rehabilitation 

VALERIE STEPHAN-LEBOEUF, Idaho Black Bear Rehab, Inc., 6097 Arney Lane, Garden 

City Idaho, 83714, USA 

ABSTRACT:  The American Black Bear (Ursus americanus) can be successfully rehabilitated 

at facilities near urban areas.  Essential to success are opportunities to socialize with other cubs, 

good body weight and condition at time of release, release into sustainable habitat, and low 

potential for human interactions during the first thirty (30) days post-release.  

 

At Idaho Black Bear Rehab, Inc. (IBBR), additional methods include a variety of enclosure 

designs, customization of dietary and medical protocols, remote observation tools, and cub-

appropriate caregiver techniques.   

 

Over the past twenty-three (23) years, radio collar tracking and post-mortem retrieval of ear tags 

have shown that few IBBR bears (< .015) have become involved in nuisance situations within 30 

days post release, and (< .02) within 31 days to 1 year post release.  Most bears (> .96) are 

successfully released.  Based on recovered data, IBBR bears have survived up to 6 years post 

release. 

 

Despite release success, differing ideas in management policies and guidelines can impede the 

effectiveness of black bear rehabilitation.  Ethical and science-based protocols for rehabilitation 

should be incorporated into regulations and management plans.  Consistent standards need to be 

developed to define nuisance activity with appropriate response methodology, including 

incorporation into public education programs for human-bear conflict.  Agencies should integrate 

the fluid nature and adaptive needs of rehabilitation when drafting policies and procedures.  

Black bear rehabilitators should contribute to black bear management policies as they affect 

black bear rehabilitation. 

 

Key Words American black bear, education, guidelines, human–bear conflict, IBBR, 

management, policy, protocol, rehabilitation, Ursus americanus. 

  



Comparing the Use of DNA Hair Snares, Live Capture, and Trail Cameras for Obtaining 

Population Density Estimates in Southwestern Idaho 

KATIE OELRICH, Idaho Department of Fish and Game, 3101 S. Powerline Rd., Nampa, 

Idaho USA 

Steve Nadeau, Idaho Department of Fish and Game, 3101 S. Powerline Rd., Nampa, Idaho USA 

Jennifer Struthers, Idaho Department of Fish and Game, 3101 S. Powerline Rd., Nampa, Idaho 

USA 

ABSTRACT: DNA was collected from 4 different populations of bears in Southwest Idaho 

from 2007 through 2011 including the Middle and North Forks of the Boise River (Unit 39), 

Little Weiser River and Middle Fork Weiser River (Unit 32A), Middle Fork of Payette River 

(Unit 33), and the Deadwood River drainage (Unit 34).  Through 2011, 422 individual black 

bears were identified.  Preliminary modeling generated black bear density estimates of 

approximately 0.75 bears/sq. mile in the Unit 39 study area (heavily hunted) and 1 bear/sq. mile 

in Unit 32A (lightly hunted).  Density estimates will be developed for the mark/recapture data for 

the Unit 39 live capture effort where we marked 39 individual bears over 2 years and continue to 

mark bears for a third year.  Trail cameras will be set during the summer of 2012 to develop a 

population estimate using the mark-resight technique.  The three population density estimates 

will be compared, and the techniques will be analyzed for cost, ease of use, and reliability of 

results.  Modeling techniques obtained at the 11th Western Black Bear Workshop will be used in 

the analysis. 

 

  



Can the Use of a Bear Proof Waste Collection System to Minimize Bear/Human Conflict 

Also be Cost Effective? 

DENNIS NEUFELDT, Haul-All Equipment Systems, Lethbridge, AB     T1H 5G1 

ABSTRACT: Located in the Rocky Mountains west of Calgary, Alberta, and east of Banff 

National Park, the Town of Canmore has experienced steady population growth over the years. 

As the town grew into the surrounding wilderness, there came a problem with managing the 

residential curbside waste collection program specifically, how to limit wildlife, particularly 

bear, access to the waste. 

 

One of the proposed solutions was a bylaw prohibiting garbage set-out before 5 am. This law did 

not address the fact that a portion of Canmore’s population consists of non-permanent residents 

who may not be in the town on collection day. The town realized further problems when by-law 

officers began issuing residents tickets for non-compliance at 3 am.  In addition, it was found 

that bears adjusted their forage pattern to match the availability of curbside bags / carts. In the 

end this method was found to be ineffective at bear-proofing the waste collection system. 

 

In 1996, after tendering a proposal for collection, the municipality made the decision to convert 

to a semi-automated container system which was not only bear-proof, but was also more cost-

effective than the curbside collection system the town was using.  

 

In spite of the savings to be generated, residents of the town had some concerns about the new 

system: 

 It was a new and different solution to the waste collection problem; 

 NIMBY – even if they supported the concept, people did not want the containers too 

close to their homes; and 

 Space constraints – containers needed to be set-up in all areas of the town to service 

single-family and multi-family dwellings. 

 

Through an open and public process, the Waste Management Committee was able to alleviate 

the concerns of the citizens of Canmore. This process was made easier by the fact the containers 

would be conveniently located throughout the town allowing 24 hour accessibility.  That, and the 

modular design, enabled aesthetic placement so as to not distract from the natural beauty of 

Canmore. The committee also promoted the benefits of semi-automated collection which 

eliminates workers having to lift heavy containers. 

 

In consideration of residents’ concerns, it was decided to proceed with a gradual implementation. 

The first containers were introduced in 1997, and the entire community had access to the new 

system by May of 1999. The system continues to be a success and is now used for both 

residential and commercial waste.  And now, multi-stream recycling has been added to the 

system for very little cost. 

 

In addition to achieving the primary goal of virtually eliminating waste related bear / human 

incidents, the system has also proven to be flexible, aesthetic, accessible, and cost-effective by 

providing the Lowest Total Cost of Ownership. 
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PURPOSE OF WORKSHOPS 

 The Western Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies (WAFWA) began sanctioning 

workshops in the mid-1970s.  There currently are 10 sanctioned workshops recognized by the 

Directors of the Association (see Attachment #1).  These workshops include ones that are 

species’ specific and others that are tailored to certain disciplines within the wildlife profession.  

These workshops are established to provide a forum for wildlife professionals to interact with 

each other on new research, management, enforcement and administrative practices, and to use 

this new information to promote better management of species or administration of member 

agencies.  The Directors annually review applications for workshops and the schedules of those 

already sanctioned, and also hear from workshop hosts about significant findings, developments, 

accomplishments and concerns emanating from the workshops, including the policy 

ramifications of any recommended actions.  Simply put, the Directors see this “sanctioning” 

process as an ongoing means to keep abreast of important issues.  As such, these workshops 

generally receive the highest priority for attendance by agency personnel.  Once “sanctioned”, 

these workshops are authorized to use the name and logo of the Western Association of Fish and 

Wildlife Agencies on printed materials related to the workshop, and hosts are encouraged to 

acknowledge the Association’s participation.  This participation, however, does not extend to 

direct financial assistance.  The financial activities of the sanctioned workshops shall be 

conducted through a bank account established by and under the general direction of the 

WAFWA Treasurer. 

 

The Directors of the Western Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies have established 

application and approval procedures, as well as operating guidelines and reporting requirements 

for sanctioned workshops.  These procedures and guidelines are designed to provide for timely 

review and action on the Directors’ part, and the applicant the opportunity to learn what it takes 

to host a successful workshop and understand the feedback mechanisms that are required to the 

Association.  

 

APPLICATION PROCEDURES 

Each workshop, technical committee or other entity initially seeking the approval and 

recognition of the WAFWA as a “sanctioned” forum must complete and provide the requested 

information (refer to Attachment #2) on the application form to the Secretary and Treasurer of 

the Association.  That information shall include the following: 

 

1. The purpose and objectives of the workshop/committee/organization and any adopted by-

laws or operating procedure, including frequency and location of meetings and dues 

schedule, if such exists. 

 

SANCTIONED WORKSHOP 

PROCEDURES AND GUIDELINES 



2. A brief summary statement of past accomplishments; attach copies of the most recent 

business meeting minutes, financial statement and proceedings, if such have been 

published.  In the case of a newly proposed workshop, a summary of proposed activities 

will suffice. 

 

3. A statement indicating the expected benefits to the WAFWA if the Directors agree to 

“sanction” the applicant, including the workshop’s anticipated recognition for the 

Association’s participation. 

 

4. A statement indicating the expected benefits that will accrue to the applicant if the 

Directors agree to approve the application. 

 

3. A statement that describes how officers are selected. 

 

4. A statement that describes the selection process for workshops, including location and 

frequency. 

 

7. Agreement (via signature of authorized agent) to WAFWA’s reporting and financial 

requirements and assurance these will be adhered to by the original and subsequent 

workshop hosts. 

 

APPROVAL PROCEDURES 

Once an application for an initial sanctioned workshop is received, the following procedures 

will be followed: 

 

1. Upon receipt of an application, the Secretary will notify the Chairman of the Executive 

Committee.  The full committee will review all application materials at the annual 

meeting and recommend approving or disapproving each application.  Attendance by 

someone representing the applicant is suggested. 

 

2. The Executive Committee will submit its recommendations for consideration at a 

business meeting of WAFWA and action to approve or disapprove each application will 

be made by the entire membership. 

 

3. The Secretary will notify the applicant and each member agency of the action taken at the 

business meeting regarding the request for “sanctioning”. 

 

OPERATING GUIDELINES 

 Once “sanctioned”, here are some suggested guidelines to help insure a successful 

workshop: 

 

Responsibilities for the Outgoing Chair  
 The Outgoing Chairs’ responsibilities do not end at the conclusion of the workshop.  

Here are some other responsibilities that require follow-through: 

a. Provide a written and oral report at the next WAFWA summer meeting.   



b. Submit to the Incoming Chair, a copy of the mailing list (in electronic format) used in 

announcements distributed for the workshop.  Complete within one month of the 

conclusion of the workshop. 

c. Submit a brief summary of recommendations to the Incoming Chair that identify 

considerations for hosting a successful workshop.  Complete within one month of the 

conclusion of the workshop. 

d. If proceedings are to be published from the workshop, these need to be completed and 

printed within one year of the conclusion of the workshop.  Manuscripts should be 

peer-reviewed to improve quality of the proceedings. 

e. Provide the WAFWA Directors and Secretary and Treasurer with a copy of the 

proceedings. 

f. Notify the WAFWA Treasurer when all financial transactions have been completed 

and access to the bank account is no longer needed.  

 

Responsibilities for the Incoming Chair 
 The Incoming Chair has the burden of organizing the upcoming workshop.  Among 

his/her duties are the following: 

a. Secure a host facility (i.e. hotel, motel or resort) where the workshop will be held.  

The following criteria should be considered when selecting a facility: 

 Sufficient rooms to accommodate at least the average number of attendees 

from the last two workshops. 

 Have a meeting room sufficient in size to accommodate at least the average 

number of attendees from the last two workshops in a setting suitable for this 

meeting. 

 Have room rates within government per diem rates. 

 Be located where air access is reasonable. 

b. Coordinate access to the workshop’s bank account with the WAFWA Treasurer to 

establish signature authority, debit cards and confirm account balances. 

c. Develop and distribute a copy of the workshop announcement to: 

 The registrants from the previous workshop (list provided by previous chair). 

 All Directors of WAFWA state/province wildlife management agencies, and 

to the Directors of any state/province wildlife management agencies that have 

populations of the species addressed at the workshop. 

 The WAFWA Secretary and Treasurer. 

This mailing should be completed no later than 10 months before the workshop.  

The announcement should include the dates and location of the workshop, the 

host resort with information on making reservations, and any other pertinent 

information available at the time of this mailing. 

d. Send out a call for papers at least six months before the meeting. 

e. Send out a second call for papers at least three months before the meeting. 



f. Send a request for state/province status reports two months before the meeting.  It is 

preferred that this request be sent in electronic format so the respondents fill in blanks 

for consistent reporting from all agencies. 

g. Finalize the agenda at least one month before the meeting and submit the agenda to: 

 All registered attendees 

 Agency Directors in those states/provinces with the species targeted for this 

workshop 

 The Secretary and Treasurer of WAFWA 

h. Maintain adequate financial record to allow audit of the records. 

 

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

 As stated previously, in order for this sanctioned workshop process to work as envisioned 

by the Directors, there must be regular communications from the workshop host(s).  Listed 

below are the minimal reporting requirements that must be adhered to in order to retain 

“sanctioned” workshop status (refer to Attachment #2): 

 

1. Provide copies of all announcements and agendas to all Directors and the Secretary and 

Treasurer of WAFWA. 

2. Provide a copy of the minutes and/or proceedings to all Directors and the Secretary and 

Treasurer of WAFWA as soon as they are printed. 

3. Provide a written and oral report at the next WAFWA summer meeting which includes, 

the following: 

 Number of registered participants. 

 Copy of the agenda from the meeting. 

 Financial report. 

 Summary of key issues reviewed in the workshop, including policy 

ramifications of recommended actions. 

 When available, a copy of the workshop proceedings if one is completed. 

 Time, place host agency and contact person for the next workshop. 

 Any additional items that would be of interest to the WAFWA leadership. 

 

FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS 

 All financial accounts for all sanctioned workshops except the Desert Bighorn Council 

will be held in WAFWA bank accounts and under the general direction of the WAFWA 

Treasurer.  The WAFWA Treasurer will maintain separate funds for each sanctioned workshop 

in the WAFWA accounting system.  The WAFWA Treasurer will establish bank (checking) 

accounts for each sanctioned workshop as needed for conducting the workshop.  The WAFWA 

Treasurer will coordinate with the outgoing workshop chair and the incoming workshop chair the 

cancellation of signature authority and the establishment of signature authority.  The WAFWA 

Treasurer may periodically audit a workshop’s financial records. 

 
        Approved July 13, 2007 

 

  



WESTERN ASSOCIATION OF FISH AND WILDLIFE AGENCIES 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Name of Workshop/Committee ____________________________________________________ 

 

Mailing Address ________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________ Phone ____________________ 

 

Briefly describe the following: 

 

Objectives of the Workshop/Committee (attach copy of by-laws or operating procedures): 

 

 

 

 

Summary of Past Accomplishments (attach business meeting minutes, financial statement and 

proceedings – if published): 

 

 

 

 

Benefits to WAFWA if the “Sanction” is granted (include anticipated recognition for WAFWA): 

 

 

 

 

Benefits to Workshop/Committee if the “Sanction” is granted: 

 

 

 

 

Selection of Officers (describe process): 

 

 

 

 

Selection of Meeting Locations (describe frequency and location): 

 

 

 

APPLICATION FORM 
REQUEST FOR WORKSHOP APPROVAL 



 

By signing this application, the workshop/committee organizer/host agrees to: 

 

1. Provide copies of all announcements and agendas to all Directors, the Secretary and 

the Treasurer of WAFWA. 

2. Provide a copy of the minutes and/or proceedings to all Directors, the Secretary and 

the Treasurer of WAFWA as soon as they are printed. 

3. Adhere to the Financial Requirements. 

4. Provide a written and oral report at the next WAFWA summer meeting following the 

workshop which includes the following: 

 Number of registered participants. 

 Copy of the agenda from the meeting. 

 Financial report. 

 Summary of key issues reviewed in the workshop, including policy 

ramifications of recommended actions. 

 When available, a copy of the workshop proceedings if one is completed. 

 Time, place, host agency and contact person for the next workshop. 

 Any additional items that would be of interest to the WAFWA leadership. 
 

 

 

________________________________  ____________________________  _____________ 

 (Signature of authorized agent) (affiliation) (date) 

 

 

 

Executive Committee Review 

 

Comments: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Approved:  Yes _____  No _____ 
          Approved July 13, 2007 

 

  



ATTENDEE CONTACT LIST 

 

  



Last Name First Name Title Affiliation Phone Email
Atwood Paul Wildlife Biologist IDFG 208-525-7290 paul.atwood@idfg.idaho.gov
Auger Janene Research Professor Brigham Young University 801-422-6688 janene_auger@byu.edu
Base Dana Wildlife Biologist WA Dept. of Fish & Wildlife 509-684-2362 dana.base@dfw.wa.gov

Beausoleil Rich Bear & Cougar Specialist WA Dept. of Fish & Wildlife 509-679-3858 richard.beausoleil@dfw.wa.gov
Benker Miles Regional Wildlife Biologist IDFG miles.benker@idfg.idaho.gov
Bergen Scott Senior Widlife Research Biologist IDFG 413-230-0404 scott.bergen@idfg.idaho.gov
Bjornlie Dan Large Canivore Biologist Wyoming Game & Fish 307-332-7723 dan.bjornlie@wyo.gov
Black Hal Retired Professor of Plant & Wildlife Science BYU 801-380-9970 hal_black@byu.edu
Blair Shelly Wildlife Biologist CA Dept of Fish & Game 530-391-8720 sblair@dfg.ca.gov

Boehmer Melissa Wildlife Habitat Tech IDFG 651-324-7841
Bradley Peter Large Carnivore Research NV Dept of Wildlife 775-688-1676 pbradley@ndow.org

Chilton-Radandt Tonya Wildlife Biologist MT Fish, Wildlife & Parks 406-293-4161 tchilton@mt.gov
Class Corey Staff Biologist IDFG 208-221-4503 corey.class@idfg.idaho.gov

Cleland Matt District Supervisor USDA Wildlife Services 360-753-9884 matthew.d.cleland@aphis.usda.gov
Crabb Michelle Wildlife Technician AZ Game & Fish 920-323-4623 mcrabb@azgfd.gov

Crenshaw Jay Regional Wildlife Manager IDFG 208-799-5010 jay.crenshaw@idfg.idaho.gov
Day Ron Small Game, Predator, and Furbearer Biologist AZ Game & Fish 623-236-7352 rday@azgfd.gov

Dussault Christian Researcher Ministere Des Ressources 418-627-8694 christian.dussault@mrnf.gouv.qc.ca
Edwards Vickie Wildlife Biologist MT Fish, Wildlife & Parks 406-542-5515 vedwards@mt.gov
Ellsbury Luke Large Canivore Biologist Wyoming Game & Fish 307-250-3306 luke.ellsbury@wyo.gov
Endicott Craig NE Regional Supervisor OK Dept of Wildlife 918-625-4475 cgendicott@sbcglobal.net

Fergusen Howard District Wildlife Biologist WA Dept. of Fish & Wildlife 509-892-1001 howard.ferguson@dfw.wa.gov
Finley Tom Wildlife Manager Supervisor AZ Game & Fish 925-713-1545 tfinley@azgfd.gov
Ford Jeff Wildlife Biologist OK Dept of Wildlife 918-527-9918 ouachitawma@windstream.net

Fusaro Jonathan Scientific Aid CA Dept of Fish & Game 401-742-0299 jonathon.fusaro@aggiemail.usu.edu
Gaughan Chris Wildlife Biologist IDFG 208-756-2271 christopher.gaughan@idfg.idaho.gov

Grove Adam Wildlife Biologist MT Fish, Wildlife & Parks 406-547-2585 adgrove@mt.gov
Gruver Ken Asst. State Director USDA Wildlife Services 360-753-9884 kenneth.s.gruver@aphis.usda.gov
Harris Rich Adjunct Research Professor University of Montana 406-542-6399 rharris@montana.com

Hayden Jim Regional Wildlife Manager IDFG jim.hayden@idfg.idaho.gov
Hemphill Joe Regional Supervisor OK Dept of Wildlife 580-421-7226 jhemphill@netcommander.com
Hickey Clay Regional Wildlife Biologist IDFG 208-799-5010 clay.hickey@idfg.idaho.gov
Holley Jason Wildlife Biologist CA Dept of Fish & Game 916-212-1663 jholley@dfg.ca.gov
Hurley Mark Senior Widlife Research Biologist IDFG mark.hurley@idfg.idaho.gov
Immell Dave Wildlife Researcher OR Dept of Fish & Wildlife 541-440-3353 dave.a.immell@state.or.us

Kasworm Wayne Grizzley Bear Biologist USFWS 406-293-4161 wayne_kasworm@fws.gov
Kenyon Marc mkenyon@dfg.ca.gov 
Kertson Brian Carnivore Research Scientist WA Dept. of Fish & Wildlife 425-478-7501 brian.kertson@dfw.wa.gov
Koehler Dave Regional Wildlife Biologist IDFG 208-799-5010 dave.koehler@idfg.idaho.gov
Lackey Carl Game Biologist NV Dept of Wildlife 775-720-6130 carllackey@charter.net



Lapinel Lauren Student Intern IDFG 208-830-6794 lllapinel@gmail.com
LeBoeuf Valerie Director of Program Review & Analysis Idaho Black Bear Rehab 208-853-3105 info@bearrehab.org
Lockyer Zach Wildlife Biologist IDFG 208-221-1390 zach.lockyer@idfg.idaho.gov
Lomeli Henry Associate Wildlfie Biologist CA Dept of Fish & Game 530-892-8470 hlomeli@dfg.ca.gov
Lutch Carl Wildlife Program Manager AZ Game & Fish 928-214-1242 clutch@azgfd.gov
Mace Richard rmace@mt.gov

Mahalovich Mary Regional Geneticist USDA Forest Service 208-883-2350 mmahalovich@fs.fed.us
Maletzke Bejamin Wildlife Biologist WA Dept. of Fish & Wildlife 509-304-8808 benjamin.maletzke@drw.wa.gov
McDaniel Mike Wildlife Technician Muckleshoot Indian Tribe 208-301-0118 mike.mcdaniel@muckleshoot.nsn.us

Meints Daryl Regional Wildlife Manager IDFG 208-390-0749 daryl.meints@idfg.idaho.gov
Middleton Mike Wildlife Biologist Muckleshoot Indian Tribe 253-876-3264 mike.middleton@muckleshoot.nsn.us

Miller Julie Student BYU 254-640-5851 julie.miller23@gmail.com
Molde Don Public 775-857-3111 skyshrink@aol.com

Mitchell Michael Unit Leader MT Cooperative Research 406-243-4390 mike.mitchell@umontana.edu
Moore Barb Wildlife Research Biologist IDFG 208-769-1414 barb.moore@idfg.idaho.gov
Mott Chris Biologist III Grant County PUD 509-764-0500 cmott@gcpud.org

Nadeau Steve Regional Wildlife Manager IDFG 208-465-8465 steve.nadeau@idfg.idaho.gov
Oelrich Katie Wildlife Research Biologist IDFG 208-409-9481 katherine.oelrich@idfg.idaho.gov

Pederson Jordan Wildlife Biologist UT Wildlife Resources 435-783-2429 jcped@allwest.net
Powell Jake Wildlife Biologist IDFG 208-465-8465 jake.powell@idfg.idaho.gov
Puckett Emily Graduate Research Asst. University of Missouri 573-882-7993 eepuckett@mizzou.edu
Rachael Jon State Game Manager IDFG 205-334-2920 jon.rachael@idfg.idaho.gov

Reynolds-Hoagland Melissa Executive Director Bear Trust International 406-523-7779 melissa@beartrust.org
Ricklefs Bob Ranch Superintendant Philmont Scout Ranch 575-376-1123 bob.ricklefs@scouting.org

Robinette Kevin Regional Wildlife Manager WA Dept. of Fish & Wildlife 509-892-7859 kevin.robinette@dfw.wa.gov
Rodden Cristina Wildlife Biologist White Sands Missle Range 575-678-4438 cristina.l.rodden.civ@mail.mil
Rodden Kevin SW Area Game Manager NM Dept of Game & Fish 575-532-2100 kevin.rodden@state.nm.us
Rohlman Jeff Regional Wildlife Manager IDFG 208-630-3543 jeff.rohlman@idfg.idaho.gov
Servheen Chris Grizzley Bear Coordinator USFWS 406-243-4903 chris_servheen@fws.gov

Shivik John Mammal Coordinator UT Wildlife Resources johnshivik@utah.gov
Spicer Dave Regional Wildlife Biologist IDFG 208-245-5023 dspicer@wildblue.net

Stansbury Carisa Grad Student University of Idaho 307-760-2908 carisa_s@hotmail.com
Sterling Bruce Wildlife Biologist MT Fish, Wildlife & Parks 406-827-4389 bsterling@mt.gov
Stetz Jeff Student University of Montana 406-250-0597 jeff.stetz@gmail.com

Stewart Shawn Wildlife Biologist MT Fish, Wildlife & Parks 406-446-4150 sstewart@bresnan.net
St-Laurent Martin- Professor in Animal Ecology University du Quebec 418-723-1986 martin-hugues_st-laurent@uqar.ca
Struthers Jennifer IDFG jennifer.struthers@idfg.idaho.gov

Terra-Berns Mary Environmental Staff Bilogist IDFG 208-769-1414 mary.terra-berns@idfg.idaho.gov
Toweill Dale Wildlife Program Coodinator IDFG 208-334-2920 dale.toweill@idfg.idaho.gov

Tri Andrew PhD Student W Virginia University 763-210-8939 andrew.n.tri@gmail.com
Vales David Wildlife Biologist Muckleshoot Indian Tribe 253-876-3265 david.vales@muckleshoot.nsn.us



Last Name First Name Title Affiliation Phone Email
Viteri Maria PhD Candidate University of Idaho 208-546-8151 mpviteri@uidaho.edu

Wakkinen Wayne Senior Widlife Research Biologist IDFG 208-263-3115 wwakkinen@frontier.com
Webb Nathan Carnivore Specialist Alberta Fish & Wildlife 780-422-8411 nathan.webb@gov.ab.ca
Weist Terri Associate Wildlife Biologist CA Dept of Fish & Game 530-836-0889 tweist@dfg.ca.gov

Wenum Erik Bear & Lion Specialist MT Fish, Wildlife & Parks 406-756-1776 ewenum@mt.gov
White Craig Big Game Biologist IDFG 208-334-2920 craig.white@idfg.idaho.gov

Williams Jim Wildlife Program Manager MT Fish, Wildlife & Parks 406-751-4585 jiwilliams@mt.gov
Winslow Rick Large Canivore Biologist NM Dept of Game & Fish 505-476-8046 frederic.winslow@state.nm.us

Wolf Laura Regional Wildlife Biologist IDFG 208-769-1414 laura.wolf@idfg.idaho.gov
Zager Pete Principal Research Biologist IDFG 208-413-2504 pete.zager@idfg.idaho.gov

Last Name First Name Affiliation Email
Ken Dave Smith Motors ken@usautosales.com Contributor $300

Moe Ed Forest Capital Partners emoe@forestcap.com Contributor $300
Michael Bill Kodiak/Northland Products wtmichael@hotmail.com Supporter $500

Henriques Mario Lotek Wirless mhenriques@lotek.com Supporter $400
Matson Gary Matsons Laboratory gjmatson@montana.com Contributor $300
Dexter Barry Stimson Lumber Company bdexter@stimsonlumber.co Contributor $300
Schulte Robert Vectronic Aerospace GmbH mail@vectronic-aerospace.com Sponsor $1,000

Cunningham Erica Coldwater Creek cwccommunity@thecreek.com Contributor $300
Burger Brenda Telonics brenda@telonics.com Supporter $350
Allen Joe ATS Inc jallen@atstrack,com Supporter $350

Neufeldt Dennis Haul-All Equipment Twyla@haulall.com Contributor $300
Romero John Owyhee Air Research Inc jgreenhalgh@owyheeair.co Supporter $350

Vendor or Vendor Sponsor




